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[57] ABSTRACT ' 

A shoe is described which includes a-recess or depres 
sion in the insole in the region thereof adapted to sup 
port the lower arch of a human foot. A V-shaped elas 
tic strip is disposed within the recess. The elastic strip 
has the apex thereof pointing towards the front of the 
shoe with the lateral ends thereof beingrespectively 
connected to the free ends of a continuous heel strap. 
A shoe liner covers the insole and the elastic strip, the 

. liner'being provided with indentations forming arcuate 
?aps disposed above the respective connected ends of 
the heel strap. The arcuate ?aps are sufficiently resil 
ient to permit free movements of the heel strap with 
out interferring therewith. With this construction, the 
free ends of the heel strap are orientable and dispos 
able in selective positions relative to the insole in re 
sponse to the stretching and deformation of the elastic 
strip. In this manner, the effective length and position 
of the heel strap can be changed and the latter can ac 
commodate itself to feet of different sizes and shapes 
and changing positions of the foot during walking 
while maintaining a comfortable fit for the wearer. 

10 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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l 
RESILIENT RETAINER FOR HEEL STRAP OF A 

SHOE ' 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally relates to shoes, and 
more particularly to'a resilient heel'strap retainer or 
mounting member which increases the ‘degrees of 
movement and the number of positions which a heel' 
strap may assume to provide a more comfortable fit for 
the wearer under differing conditions. 
As is well known, heel straps are frequently provided 

in ladies‘ shoes as well as in the sandals of different 
types. However, to provide a good fit for wearers hav 
ing different'size or shape feet, the heel strap is com 
monly provided with an adjustable buckle or other con 
ventional connecting means for increasing or decreas 
ing the effective length of the heel strap. By making the 
necessary adjustments, an appropriate length can be 
selected which provides a comfortable and secure ?t 
when the heel strap is engaged with the arch of the foot 
above the heel. . 

With typical heel strap arrangements, the free ends 
of the heel strap are secured to the sole of the shoe and 
thereby become ?xed with respect to the latter. Ac 
cordingly, once such permanent connection is made, 
the relative positions and orientations of the free ends 
of the heel strap become ?xed and the heel strap can 
no longer be easily deformed or stretched to accommo 
date feet of different sizes and shapes. Additionally, be 
cause many heel straps are themselves rigid in nature 
and cannot be stretched, the known heel strap arrange 
ments fail to-provide the desirable resiliency or biasing 
action against the arch of the foot abovethe heel with 
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walking while maintaining a comfortable ?t for the 
wearer. ‘ 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a heel strap arrangement as described in the above 
objects wherein the elastic strip connected to the sole 

- of the shoe is disposed within a recess of the latter. 
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changing positions of the foot during walking to ' 
thereby cause the heel to follow the foot. 
The heel strap arrangement of the present invention 

overcomes the above described disadvantages by resil 
iently mounting the free ends of the heel strap which 
are ?xed to the insole of the ‘shoe. Such an arrangement 
permits elongation, when required, to accommodate 
feet of different sizes and shapes as well as providing 
the necessary biasing action to cause the shoe to follow 
‘the foot during walking. This is achieved with a simple 
and economical construction which can be utilized in 
manufacturing most shoes of this type without compro 
mising other structural features which enhance the 
comfort of the wearer. ' ‘ 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
heel strap arrangement which is not characterized by 
the above described disadvantages. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a heel strap arrangement which is simple in con 
struction and economical to manufacture. 

It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide a heel strap arrangement of the type generally 
under discussion which mounts the free ends of a heel 
strap to the sole of a shoe by means of an elastic strip 
which is stretchable and deformable to thereby in— 
crease the number of positions and degrees of move 
ment which the heel strap may assume. 

It is yet another object of the present invention to 
provide a heel strap arrangement of the type under dis 
cussion whose effective length can be changed and 
which can accommodate itself to feet of different sizes 
and shapes and changing positions of the foot during 
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It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide an elastically mounted heel strap and a liner 
which covers the sole of the shoe and the elastic, with 
the liner being provided with lateral indentations and 
resulting arcuate flaps which are disposed above the 
connected ends of the heel strap, the ?aps being mov 
able and deformable to prevent interference with the 
free movements of the heel strap. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

With the above and additional objects and advan 
tages in view, as will hereinafter appear, this invention 
comprises the devices, combinations and arrangements 
of parts hereinafter described by way of example and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings of a preferred 
embodiment in which: 
FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of a shoe in accor 

dance with the present invention, showing a foot dis 
posed within the shoe and the heel strap of the present 
invention in its normal position; 
FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the shoe shown in FIG. 

1, with the foot removed, and showing indentations in 
a shoe liner and the resulting arcuate flaps disposed 
above the connected ends of the heel strap; 
FIG. 3 is a top plan view of an insole of the shoe _ 

shown in FIG. 1, showing a recess or cutout portion in 
the region of the lower arch of the human foot which 
is adapted to receive an elastic means to which the heel 
strap is connected; 
FIG. 4 is a top plan view of the resilient elastic means 

positionable within the recess shown in FIG. 3 and con 
nectable to the insole as well as to the free ends of the 

heel strap. This FIGURE shows, in solid outline, the 
blank of. the strip and, in dashed outline, the ultimate 

the wedge-shaped cutout in the blank are joined to 
gether such as by sewing; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmented top plan, view showing the 

elastic strip connected at the lateral ends thereof to the 
free ends of the heel strap; 

FIG. 6 is similar to FIG. 5 and further showing an ad 
hesive cloth or ribbon disposed on one side of the clas 
tic strip; 
FIG. 7 is similar to FIG. 6 but showing the adhesive 

ribbon fully encircling and providing a protective cover 
for the stitching as well as serving as a central support 
or ?lling member to equalize the thicknesses of the heel 
strap and the elastic ribbon; 
FIG. 8 is similar to FIG. 3 but showing ‘a patch pro 

vided on the insole which at least partially covers the 
recess or cutout in the regions of the sides or lateral pe 
ripheries of the insole; 
FIG. 9 is similar to FIG. 8 but showing the heel strap 

arrangement stapled to the exposed portion of the re 
cess or cutout; and 
FIG. 10 is a cross'section of the arrangement shown 

in FIG. 9, taken along line 10-10, further showing a 
shoe liner covering the insole and the elastic heel strap 
retainer, with the flaps shown in FIG. 2 abutting against 
the connected ends of the heel strap. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE- PREFFERED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to the drawings, in which similar or 
identical parts have been designated by the same refer 
ence numerals throughout, and ?rst referring to FIG. 1, 
a shoe incorporating the present invention is generally 
designated by the reference numeral 10. 
The shoe 10, which is shown to be a lady’s shoe, in 

cludes a sole 12, a vamp 14, which is a shoe upper 
which covers the forepart of a foot 15. A conventional 
heel 16 is provided and the heel strap which is mounted 
in accordance with the present invention is indicated 
by the reference numeral 18. 
Referring to FIG. 2, it will be noted that a liner 20 is 

provided which is con?gurated in the shape of the sole 
and positioned coextensively therewith. An important 
feature of the present invention, to be more fully de 
scribed hereafter, is the provision of indentations 22 in 
the ‘region of the shoe adapted to support the lower 
arch of the human foot. The indentations 22 form arcu 
ate flaps 24 which are respectively disposed above each 
connected end of the heel strap 18. As will become evi 
dent from the description that follows, the heel strap 18 
is mounted so'that the connected free ends thereof are 
given degrees of freedom of movement not heretofore 
available in the prior art. The indentations 22 and the 
arcuate flaps 24 are configurated not to interfere with 
the movement of the heel strap. 
The present invention is primarily concerned with 

the manner in which the free ends of the heel strap 18 
are connected to the sole of the shoe. The description 
of the connecting means will now be described in con 
nection with FIGS. 3—1() which respectively correspond 

' to the steps of the process of manufacture of the shoe 
in accordance with the invention. 

In FIG. 3, an insole 26 is shown which is provided 
with a V-shaped cutout, recess or depression 28. The 
recess 28 has an apex which points towards the front of 
the shoe. The recess 28 extends laterally towards the 
sides or edges of the insole 26. 

In FIG. 4, an elastic retaining member is generally 
designated by the reference numeral 30'. In accor 
dance with a presently preferred embodiment of the in 
vention, the elastic retaining member 30’ is in the gen 
eral shape of the recess 28. One manner of achieving 
such a configuration is suggested in FIG. 4 wherein a 
member 30 is formed from a substantially continuous 
?at strip of elastic material 32 having parallel opposing 
edges 34. In forming the elastic retaining member 30', 
the strip 32 is provided with two inclined coverging 
edges 36 which do not, however, meet. A notch 37 is 
formed at an intermediate position between the in 
clined edges 36. The notch 37 is formed by two con 
verging edges 38 originating at one edge of the strip 
and extending proximate to the other edge of the strip 
as shown. 
When the V-shaped strip 32 is deformed and brought 

to the position shown in dashed outline, the resulting 
strip 30’ is formed which corresponds to the general 
shape or outline of the recess 28. To maintain the shape 
of the elastic retainer 30’, any suitable joining means 
such as stitching 40 may be provided which retains the 
opposing edges 38 in parallel proximity to one another. 
By forming retaining member 30' in this fashion, the 
elastic connecting strips of the present invention may‘ 
be formed from a continuous parallel edge strip of elas 
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4 
tic material which is cut to an appropriate size and pro‘ 
vided with a V-shaped notch. In this manner, the' elastic 
retainers 30’ can be formed from conventional strip or 
ribbon materials which may, advantageously, be pro 
vided with finished reinforced edges. 
After the elastic strip 30’ has been formed into the 

V-shaped con?guration receivable within the comple 
mentary recess 28, the free ends of the heel strap 18 are 
connected to the strip 30’ along the edges 36 by any 
suitable means, such as stitching 42. Referring to FIGS. 
6 and 7, a cloth or ribbon 44 is wrapped around the 
central portion of the elastic 30’. Firstly, the ribbon or 
cloth 44 covers and protects the stitching 40 to prevent 
the same from opening due to wear. Secondly, the rib 
bon 44 enlarges the thickness in the central region of 
the elastic 30’ to closer approach the thickness of strap 
18. This is desirable to avoid sharp discontinuities 
which may produce great discomfort to the wearer. Ad 
vantageously the inside surface of the ribbon is pro 
vided with adhesive so that the ribbon remains adhered 
to the elastic 30' as shown in FIG. 7. 
The heel strap 18, as connected to elastic 30’, is now 

ready to be joined or connected to the insole 26. Before 
fixing the elastic to the insole, a covering material in 
the form of a patch 46 is attached to the insole 26 as 
shown in FIG. 8. The patch 46 need not necessarily 
have the rectangular shape shown, it only being desir 
able that the patch include portions extending and cov 
ering the lateral or side portions of the recess 28. The 
purpose of the patch 46 is to cover the recess when the 
insole 26 is covered by the shoe liner 20. 
The elastic is now disposed within the recess 28 as 

shown in FIG. 9 and staples 48, or other suitable con 
necting means, are utilized to secure the elastic retain 
ing member 30° to the insole. The shoe liner 20 is now 
disposed above and coextensively with the insole 26, 
with the arcuate flaps 24 above or in abutment against 
the ?xed ends of the heel strap 18 as shown in FIGS. 
2 and 10. 
By con?gurating the elastic retaining member 30' in 

the V-shape shown, the ends of the elastic retaining 
member are substantially aligned with the end of the 
heel strap which are to be connected thereto. The re 
sulting structure of the present invention greatly facili 
tates the free movement of the heel strap to accommo 
date feet of different sizes and shapes. For example, the 
elastic retaining member 30' can be stretched laterally, 
as suggested by the arrows 52 in FIG. 10, to increase 
the effective overall length of the heel strap 18. Simi 
larly, the connected ends of the heel strap 10 can be 
moved upwardly, as suggested by the arrows 54. In this 
connection, it should be noted that the arcuate tongues 
24 do not interfere with the movements in the direc 
tions 54 due to their ?exible and deformable nature. 
The connected ends of the heeel strap 18 can also 
move in frontal and rearward directions as suggested by 
the arrow 50 in FIG. 9. From the above, it becomes 
clear that the versatile heel strap mounting means 30° 
of the present invention permits the connected ends of 
the strap to orient and dispose themselves in selective 
positions relative to the insole in response to stretching 
and deformation of the elastic member 30'. Not only 
does such freedom of movement accommodate the 
wearere’s feet, but also accommodates changing posi 
tions of the foot during walking while maintaining a 
comfortable ?t for the wearer. When the heel strap 18 
abuts against the arch above the heel, as shown in FIG. 



5 
l, and the wearer raises the foot 15, there may be slight 
de?ected elongation of the heel strap. However, be 
cause the restoring forces of the elastic retaining mem 
ber tend to bias the heel strap continuously against the 
arch above the heel, forces are established which cause 
the shoe, generally, and the heel of the shoe 16, partic 
ularly, to follow the foot of the wearer during walking. 
This is a desirable feature since it results in greater 
comfort and safety in the wear of the shoes. 
The principal features of the invention have above 

been described. However, slight changes, such as 
changing the speci?c configuration of the elastic re 
taining member 30' would not change the basic princi 
ple of the present invention. In effect, the present in 
vention contemplates the connection of heel strap ends 
to an elastic device of the type generally above de 
scribed which is connected to the sole of the shoe to re 
sult in the above described degrees of freedom of 
movement of the heel strap. Also, while the above in 
vention has been described as being incorporated in a 
lady’s shoe, it should be clear that the same type of heel 
strap arrangement may be provided in men’s shoes and 
sandals of various types. It may be further observed 
that the elastic retaining member 30’, formed from a 
parallel edge strip 32, may initially be molded in the de 
sired con?guration of V~shape shown. 
Once assembled, the patch 46 covers the portions of 

the insole 26 which would normally be covered by the 
shoe liner 20. However, due to the indentations 22 and 
the normally elevated conditions of the flaps 24, the 
liner does not cover those portions. The cover or patch 
46 covers the insole in, the region of connection to the 
heel strap 18 so that despite upward ?exure of the flaps 
24, the insole 26 remains hidden from view. To this 
end, it is advantageous to make the patch 46 from the 
same material or color as the liner 20. 
Numerous alterations of the structure herein dis 

closed will suggest themselves to those skilled in the 
art. However, it is to be understood that the present dis 
closure relates to a preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion which is for purposes of illustration only and is not 
to be construed as a limitation of the invention. ' 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a shoe, an insole; elastic means ?xed to said in 

sole in the region adapted to support the lower arch of 
a human foot; said elastic means including free end 
portions substantially directed in respective opposing 
lateral sides of said insole; a substantially inelastic heel 
strap having each free end thereof connected to a re 
spective end portion of said elastic means and suitable 
for extending behind and resiliently engaging the arch 
of the foot above the heel when the foot is fully re 
ceived in the shoe, the free ends of said‘ heel strap being 
orientable and disposable in selective positions relative 
to said insole in response to stretching and deformation 
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of said elastic means, whereby the effective length of 
said heel strap can be changed and the latter can ac 
commodate itself to feet of different sizes and shapes 
and changing positions of the foot during walking while 
maintaining a comfortable ?t for the wearer. 

2. In a shoe as de?ned in claim 1, wherein said insole 
is provided with a recess in said lower arch supporting 
region, said recess being sufficiently deep to receive 
therein the major portion of said elastic means. 

3. In a shoe as de?ned in claim 2, wherein said elastic 
means is ?xed to said insole within said recess by means 
of staples. 

4. In a shoe as de?ned in claim 2, further comprising 
cover means connected to said insole for covering pe 
ripheral portions of said recess extending adjacent to 
the lateral sides or edges of said insole; and a shoe liner 
con?gurated in the shape of said insole and positioned 
coextensively therewith with said heel strap extending 
between said cover means and said insole, whereby said 
recess is substantially covered and not visible during 
normal use of the shoe and movement of said heel 
strap. 

5. In a shoe as de?ned in claim 1, wherein said elastic 
means comprises a V-shaped elastic strip with the apex 
thereof pointing towards the front of the shoe. 

6. Elastic means as de?ned in claim 5, wherein said 
elastic strip includes a strip portion of elastic material 
having a V-shaped notch formed by two opposing and. 
coverging edges, and stitching means for attaching and 
maintaining said opposing converging edges in parallel 
proximity to one another, whereby said elastic strip 
may be formed from a continuous parallel edge strip of 
elastic material which is cut to an appropriate size and 
provided with a V-shaped notch. 

7. In a shoe as de?ned in claim 6, further comprising 
a rittbon of material encircling and covering said stitch 
ing means. . 

_ _ 8. In a shoe as defined in claim 7, wherein said ribbon 
is adhesive and is adhered to said elastic means. 

9. In a shoe as de?ned in claim 1, further comprising 
a shoe liner con?gurated in the shape of said insole and 
positioned coextensively therewith, said shoe liner cov 
ering said elastic means and provided with indentations 
in the region above each free end portion in said elastic 
means, whereby said heel strap is provided with a 

. greater degree of freedom of movement without being 
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restrained by said shoe liner. 
10. In a shoe as de?ned in claim 9, wherein each 

identation in said shoe liner forms an arcuate flap, said 
shoe liner with the exception of said flap being ?xed to 
said inside, whereby said ?aps are movable and de 
formable in response to movements of said heel strap 
irrespective of the?xed condition of said shoe liner. 

* * a: * * 


